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ABSTRACT  
 

This paper highlight on restoration scheme proposed against failure in working line at the drop region for 
Fiber-to-the Home (FTTH) with a passive optical network (PON). Whereas PON is a system that brings optical 
fiber cable and signals all or most of the way to the end user. In this paper we highlight the issue on survivability 
scheme against failure which is focused on scattered residence architecture. Two type of restoration scheme is 
proposed by means of linear protection (tree) and migrate protection (ring). Our proposal scheme is inexpensive 
and applicable to any residence architecture (ordered placement and scattered placement). The advantage of this 
scheme is the failure at fiber line can be recovered until three levels to make sure the optic signal flow 
continuously. FTTH based network design is simulated by using OptiSystem 7.0 in order to investigate the 
power output and BER performance at each node in the tree and ring protection scheme in scattered placement 
to prove the system feasibility. This paper suggests the migration of tree to ring topology to enable the signal 
flow continuously in the case of failure occurs specifically in random or scattered placement topology. Our 
proposal is the first reported up to this time in which the upstream signal flows in anticlockwise in ring topology 
when the restoration scheme activated. 
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Introduction 

 
Survivability in FTTH network is an important issue. It has been discussed in optical network by earlier 

studies. When a network transfers more data, the total interruptions due to network failure or attack become 
important issue for consideration (Rejeb, et al. 2010). Therefore, many authors proposed the new technique and 
method to give the protection and restoration the fiber region area especially scattered placement to become a 
good signal transfer without failure. Most of the proposal choose the alternative path.line to carry the optical 
signal when the failure is occur in the other line (Han et al 2007). 

Two major fibers placed on two lines which are located in the tree and ring network. Every linear path (tree 
lines), the working lines would be duplicated with the protection line. Protection line will be used in the event of 
any failure at the working line. In some references, ring line is also equipped with two lines for each optical 
node that is working line and protection line. In our point of view when tree-ring combination protection scheme 
solution the optical signal will have four alternative routes that have been chosen to carry out the optical signals 
to transfer to each receiver.  

Therefore in our proposal, the downstream signal will go through the main fiber in a linear path (tree line) 
and the signal goes through an optical splitter, to distribute power into multiple recipients. Hence, under normal 
conditions without failure, the optical signal flows through the working line, but if failure occurs in working 
line, protection line will be activated. Subsequently, the signal enters the optical coupler and a signal in here will 
be divided according to the percentage of 1-n% for the pass signal component; n% is the portion of drop signal 
component. The drop signal will be dropped directly to the recipient. Thus, the ratio of signal power that is 
already small and enough to be accepted by receiver.  

Elliot wave (Prechter (1994), explained about zigzag theory that being used for mechanism protection with 
various fall-outs (multi drop) by connecting every working and protection line in CAPU (Customer Access 
Protection Unit) the authors group designed. According to Aziz et al 2009, CAPU is a protection against fiber 
fault in fiber line that will also being placed in customer end-user in order to perform as the smart restoration if 
there is uncertainty of fiber cut occurring in distribution region. There are two types of designed CAPU. The 
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first is to encounter fault in ordered placement architecture and the  later is discussed in this paper which is 
suitable for scattered placement architecture (Ab-Rahman et al. 2010). Figure 1 shows two restoration scheme 
proposed to cater the breakdown problem occurs in the FTTH-PON. In tree topology, each line connected to 
ONU is installed with pair fiber. If the working line fails, the traffic will be switch to the protection (stand by) 
fiber (Figure 1 a). If the major problem happens in the network such as cable cut, device dysfunction and others, 
the only way is to migrate the topology from tree to ring by means of migrated protection as shown in Figure 1b. 

 
II. Related Research: 

 
For comparison, there are two options proposed in the study of Langer et al. (2004). First, by doubling the 

transceiver and installing new fiber to create a separate password associated with the user. Second, by increasing 
the overall network access if customers demanded higher. However, by doubling the transceiver at both ends 
and has two separate fiber routes the center will provide a less economical for the network. So, for this research, 
simulation analysis for the linear protection path has produced the output power almost the same for all optical 
node, regardless the position of the node. The linear protection signal is separate by splitter and the power 
dropped it not occur at each optical node. Signal for ring path become optimum with adjusting drop signal (n%) 
and pass signal (1-n%) at optical coupler. From the observation, the average output power is -23dBm. 

In a ring network topology, the protection scheme from Zhao (2005) has a large conventional ring and 
backup transceiver which used to protect the damage at one point. Among the disadvantages in a ring topology 
is use a lot of fiber, attenuation of the signal is high, and several other long-term problems. To solve this 
problem, authors used the feeder fiber coupling with a small ring hybrid which was introduced in the study 
(Hossain et al. 2005). This scheme minimizes the use of fiber and ensure that no data packets are lost with the 
components ready to standby. However, the ONU is more complex in this scheme and 1 +1 protection scheme 
has a low market performance due to high costs. In addition, the study Hwang et al. (2009) proposed protection 
scheme through a close partnership with the PON-ONU to avoid over bridge device in the EPON network. In 
addition, the proposed network coverage provides network access to large-sized mesh and access networks 
capable of high accessibility and a fast recovery (Langer et al. 2004). 

Simulation of distance accessibility in this research, authors has determined the increase, at the same time 
when sensitivity at linear and ring path increased. The increase of user optical nodes would be analyzed by 
simulation. For sensitivity of -35dBm, the number of optical nodes could be added to the 10 nodes by adjusting 
the percentage ratio of the optical coupler. 

Generally for EPON FTTH network, it’s involve a relatively high data rates of 1.25 Gbps to obtain the 
minimum bit error rate of 10-09. So, according to standard IEEE 802.3ah EPON protocol budget authority, this 
architecture design of protection and restoration FTTH-PON is at  26dB by PX-20D for the fiber length of 20 
km. 

At present, the scheme of protection for future generations also aims to implement protection mechanisms 
1: N because is more efficient that require the use of optical switches 1xN (Appelman & Zalevsky 2004). The 
basic concept of switching is often used for opto-mechanical technology. 

The study of Han et al. (2007) also propose a hybrid architecture to protect the failure protection in WDM-
PON multipoint and network design is by a full duplex configuration. In which all areas, including fiber module 
is equipped with redundant (duplicate full) and two working fibers and protection fibers are used during normal 
conditions. However, protection scheme of Chan et al. (2003) proposed a network architecture based on WDM 
protection that will provide protection against damage to the fiber bidirectional 1:1 between the remote node 
(RN) and the ONU. If damage occurs online, which carry data signals are transferred via the adjacent ONU 
protection under the proposed scheme. 

 
III. Scattered Protection Design: 

 
The designed network protection scheme is a combination of the linear and ring protection. Then the 

simulation analysis is conducted from node to node and is divided into two main parts, namely linear and ring 
protection schemes. Each part of the protection scheme has been reviewed. The output power for each node has 
obtained in the normal state (without failure). The maximum distance that can be achieved with the sensitivity 
of every different protection schemes and also the maximum number of nodes are depend on the different of 
sensitivity. Sensitivity values are used for the node to node analysis which start at -25dBm, -30dBm, -32dBm 
and -35dBm. 

Figure 1a shows design of the linear feeder route for tree topology or linear network. The wavelength 
1550nm and 1490nm will be multiplexed to get through network protection. CAPU was designed with four 
alternative routes protection to transfer optical signal if line is breakdown. Two major line are proposed in this 
network architecture for tree and ring topology. Both major lines are combined in this CAPU. According to 
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Figure 1a,  the optical signal from feeder region will be split by 1x5 optical splitter to reach to the five number 
ONU. Before reaching to the ONU, optical signal must passing and will be divided according to percentage in 
every node optic. Optical node consist of optical switch, optical coupler, optical circulator and demultiplexer. 

Figure 1b indicate optical node components which bring signal for linear path. If both of working and 
protection line are failure, ring line will be activated. The ring protection scheme can also be called Migrated 
Protection. Signal from ring line will flow through major fiber and optical coupler. Here, signal will be divided 
into 2 percent of power; 1-n% pass signal and n% drop signal. Drop signal enter to optical switch 2x1 and 
optical circulator. Drop signal will be dropped directly to the recipient. Thus, the ratio of signal power already 
small enough to be accepted on a receiver. The pass signal will transfer to the optical node (signal out). Optical 
signals out from the previous node will be the input signal to the optical node and the next optical node. 
According to Figure 1b, drop signal from optical coupler with ratio n% will transfer through optical switch 2x1 
and receiver using optical circulator. Pass signal flow into optical switch 2x2, where the optical switch control 
with ACS to choose which line will be activated. Signal flow from node to node (ring line) also have 2 line 
fiber. ACS controlled all the optical switch function to change path.  

 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 1: Two restoration schemes are proposed and be activated according to the types of failure in FTTH-PON 

a) Linear Protection (b) Migrate Protection. 
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Two major fiber was placed on two lines; tree and ring line. Each linear path (tree line), working line will 
be duplicated with protection line. Protection line will be used in the event of any failure to the working line. 
Ring line is also equipped with two lines for each optical node which are protection and working line. Then the 
optical signal will have four alternative routes that will be selected to carry the optical signals to each receiver. 
Both linear and ring protection scheme used Optical Line Terminal for downstream  and upstream  signal 
transmission. Therefore in normal condition, linear line terminal would transfer downstream signal into linear 
line. Thus, ring line terminal is static and not activated untill failure has passivate the connection through tree-
based topology. In this case, the ring protection scheme or migrated protection has to be activated. 

To achieve high speed detection and fast recovery system, we have developed three supportive devices to 
enable effectively monitoring and redundancy by means of Access Control System (ACS), Multi Access 
Detection (MAD) device and Smart Access Network_Troubleshooting, Analyzing & Database (SANTAD) (Ab-
Rahman et al. 2011). 

ACS is a functional tool for monitoring, testing, and analyzing as well as activates the protection switch in 
the restoration process for FTTH network system. ACS is the core of proposed design. It located at the middle 
of the network system for controlling the devices/components in feeder region and drop region. It becomes an 
intelligent control centre that used as an intermediate medium for CFDS, and SRC to control the monitoring and 
protection system in the access network. The system architecture of ACS is structured into five major parts, 
including microcontroller system, 1x8 optical switch, Centralized Failure Troubleshooting System (CFTS), 
Multi Access Detection System (MADS), and Smart Restoration Scheme (SRS). SRS in this discussion is 
represented by optical protection device by means CAPU. Figure 2 shows the integration of ACS, CFTS and 
SRS to enable the failures are restored automatically and the service provider can view the status of line 
centrally at the centre office. Instead of copper based solution, the wireless technology can also be adapted for 
inter device communication (Premadi et al. 2010). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: The integration of FTTH-PON and ADSL network. 
 
SRS system has the ability to self-organise the network. In the case of network fault, SRS will ensure 

connectivity by establishing an alternative connection to the users from different network platform. In this 
manner, the effect of network outage can be avoided while utilizing the network resource. 

A fault detection method for multiple access communication is proposed by using the occupancy term of a 
time-domain equalized signal as a detection system. The developed prototype (namely Multi Access Detection 
System, MADS) is embedded in ACS used to detect any line fault occurs in the network which purposely 
focused on passive optical network (PON). Failure(s) will be notified by the red line of the user-interface screen  
(Ab-Rahman et al. 2011).  

SANTAD is developed at the central office to identify the FTTH-PON network health. The system can be 
used to identify whether the restoration scheme is activated during the breakdown (cable cut) condition. The 
functionalities of CFDS can be generally be classified into pre-configured protection and post-fault restoration, 
which can be broken down into four broad categories: (i) Network system configuration management, (ii) 
Degradation management, (iii) Fiber fault management, and (iv) Performance management. CFDS can help 
network services providers and field engineers in customer access network system to perform the following the 
following activities (Ab-Rahman et al. 2010): 
 Network system configuration management - provides the network service providers with a control function 

to intercom all subscribers with CO. 
 Degradation management - in order to keep the system running and detect degradations before a fiber fault 

occurs for preventive maintenance. 
 Fiber fault management - detects any fiber fault that occurs in the network system and troubleshoots it for 

post-fault maintenance. 
 Performance management - monitor and control the network performance. 
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IV. Results:  
 

i Output Power for Each Node of Linear Protection Scheme: 
 

Signal flows through linear protection and then joins into optical coupler. Then, it will be divided into two 
signals; one pass signal and the other drop signal. For the analysis of this case study, the first optical coupler is 
adjusted to a ratio of 50%:50% which is 50% for drop signal and 50% for pass signal. The 50% pass signal will 
be combined with a new signal from the next optical node. Then, after observing the performance each optical 
node output power, the ratio of the optical coupler always make change to obtain optimum output power for 
each receiver at the optical node. The pass signal (1-n)% drop signal of n% is adjusted. 

In the design of linear protection activation, signals through linear protection line would not have power 
dropped when they flow from optical node to other optical nodes until the last node. This is because the power 
of optical signal will be split to each node. It will be in effect when transmitted input power to the Optical Line 
Terminal (OLT) separate by optical splitter upon entering each optical node. In contrast to the ring network, the 
power output by each node is expected to shrink by follow the position of the optical node. Figure 3 shows the 
flow of traffic in working and single failure condition (a) and both fiber failures (b)  in which a fraction 
neighbour (1-n)% is send to the CAPU to enable the traffic flows continously. Both condition represent first and 
second level of fault recovery scheme. 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 3: The optical signal flow in (a) one line fault (b) cable fault in activating of linear protection scheme. 

 
Figure 4 shows the output power of two wavelengths (1550 nm and 1490 nm) respectively at a signal pass 

and loss when the coupling ratio was adjusted to 50%: 50%. Lower output power of drop signal is at the first 
node, -31.228 dBm (1550 nm) and -31.978dBm (1490 nm). This may be due on the first node that does not have 
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the power combination of the optical coupler on the previous node and make it the lowest power than the other 
optical nodes. The lower pass signal occur at second node is -29.593 dBm (1550 nm) and -30.343 dBm (1490 
nm). From the present output power, the receiver sensitivity can be carried on -32dBm for linear protection 
scheme when the optical coupler is adjusted to 50%: 50% for the signal pass and drop. 

Subsequently, the percentage ratio of coupler are adjusted randomly to obtain the lowest output power and 
it is same for each optical node. Thus, the adjusted ratio percentage is shown in Figure 5 whereas the ratio for 5 
optical nodes are individually adjustable. Figure 6 shows the output power results when the coupler ratio is 
adjusted according to the value in Figure 5. The highest output power obtained at the fifth node where the value 
is -26.568 dBm (drop signal of 1490 nm) and lowest power at second node is -30.847 dBm (drop signal 1490 
nm). When the pass signal goes high at the second optical node (pass signal 1490 nm) then, at the same time, 
signal goes high at the first optical node -34.656 dBm (1490 nm signal to go). From the drop signal output 
power, the sensitivity would be reduced to -31dBm. Therefore, by adjusting the ratio of the coupling, 1dBm 
sensitivity could be reduced. 

 

 
 
Fig. 4: Output power for the 5 nodes; drop signal and pass signal (1550 nm and 1490 nm) when the coupler is 

adjusted ratio 50%: 50%. 

 
Fig. 5: Percentage of optical coupler ratio adjust for linear path protection scheme. 

 
ii. Output Power for Each Node Ring Protection Scheme: 
 

Signals through linear protection line will join optical coupler and will be divided into two signals; pass and 
drop signal. For the ring protection schemes, the signal will be decreased when go through the optical nodes. 
Thus, research on the power divisions of the coupling was carried out to obtain the optimum power output. 
Signals in the coupler must be adjusted according to drop signal (n%) and the pass signal is (1-n%). Figure 7 
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shows the migrate protection activated when main cable in previous network breakdown and no  alternative 
solution within the same network. The migration from tree to ring topology represents the three level of fault 
recovery scheme. 

 
 
Fig. 6: Power output for the 5 nodes; pass and drop signal (1550 nm and 1490 nm) when the ratio of the coupler 

is adjusted at randomly. 

 
 
Fig. 7: When linear protection is invalid, the network migrate is the solution in which the ring protection will be 

activated. 
 

a. (n, 1-n) where ‘n’ is 5%: 
 
At the first, power divisions analysis is set at (n, 1-n) where ‘n’ is 5%. Therefore, the signal drop is 5% of 

the total power. Figure 8 shows the output power of each optical node for the pass signal (1490 nm and 1550 
nm) and drop signal (1490 nm and 1550 nm). As expected, the lower power signal reveal at the last optical node 
is -32.53dBm (1550 nm) and -33.28dBm (1490 nm). It was found that the output power for both types of signals 
will decrease steadily when passing through the whole of optical nodes. This occurs when the signals flow 
through the optical node depends on the diminution of power. 

 
b.  (n,1-n) where n is 10%: 

 
For current condition, power divisions used ratio (n, 1-n) with ‘n’ as a drop signal of 10% and 90% of the 

pass signal. Power divisions with this ratio provide some higher power to the receiver. Separation of powers on 
the first node is not appropriate because the first node power drop is not acceptable proper. Figure 9 shows the 
output power of each optical node for pass signal (1490 nm and 1550 nm) and drop signal (1490 nm and 1550 
nm) is decline linear through optical nodes network. Output power for node 1 to node 5 with 1550 nm 
wavelengths respectively has -19 829dBm, -22 487dBm, -25 144dBm, -27 802dBm and -30 458dBm. Hence, 
the wide dynamic range required to obtain a good signal. 
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Fig. 8: Output power for the 5 nodes; pass and drop signal (1550 nm and 1490 nm) when the ratio of the coupler 

is adjusted to 95%: 5% (95% pass signal and 5% drop signal). 
 

 
 

Fig. 9: Power output for the 5 nodes; pass and drop signal (1550 nm and 1490 nm) when the ratio of the coupler 
is adjusted to 90%: 10% (90% pass signal) and (10% drop signal). 

 
c.  (n,1-n) where n is the changing value (1% -100%): 

 
Simulation of the coupler by adjusted the ratio has been done. The aim is to obtain optimum output power 

and reducing the power depreciation especially at the last optical node. Setting coupling ratio parameter to be 
same ratio for all optical nodes is uneven because a different position of the optical nodes in the ring structure 
also contributed to the various amount of power loss and reduced the number of ONU (Yeh and Chi 2008). 
Thus, the ratio for each coupler is changed randomly to make sure the output power obtained for all optical 
nodes is at the optimum level. 

Optimization to obtain the ratio of the coupler on the power set could be done with the extraction method of 
parameters in the simulation. Extraction of parameters is using parameter optimization method in which the 
ratio of the optical coupler will be extracted to obtain the specific output power. Optimization will find the ratio 
of the optical coupler to achieve an output of the power meter as required. The Multiple Parameter Optimization 
has been carried out if the number of optical nodes exceeds one. At the result, the ratio of the optical nodes 
coupler will always change to obtain the specific output power by using OptiSystem. 
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Figure 10 shows the percentage ratio of an optical coupler when the output power constant at -23dBm. In 
simulation, the ratio percentage can be define by parameter extraction method. The value of -23dBm is selected 
as the maximum output power would be achieved to reach the satisfactory operation of all optical nodes. If the 
power prescribed is less than -23dBm, the power is not sufficient to meet all nodes requests because signals go 
through optical nodes had divided across the nodes. Due to adjustment, the outcome average output power was -
23dBm by inserting five nodes in the optical network. 

Figure 11 shows the output power of each pass and drop signal nodes. Equal output power could be obtain 
from drop signal. It occur when the optical coupler is adjusted to reach optimum output power and for all each 
optical nodes. The last node pass signal is adjusted to -100dBm because there is no next node to transfer the 
optical signal. 

  
 
Fig. 10: The percentage ratio of the optical coupler for all optical nodes. 
 

 
 
Fig. 11: Output power for the 5 nodes; pass and drop signal (1550 nm and 1490 nm) when the coupler ratio 

adjust at various amounts. 
 
Conclucion and Discussion: 

 
As a conclusion, design protection for applications in scattered placements has been developed and analysis 

carried out by simulation. The design consists of an optical node as an additional element that is used to come 
out with the protection scheme in order to repair the three levels of failure in fiber line. The combination of the 
ring and tree topology have been used in this design to reach a better design protection. So, there are two ways 
that signal would pass which is linear and ring path as an alternative route in case of fiber failure.  
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